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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of face recognition
when there is only few, or even only a single, labeled examples
of the face that we wish to recognize. Moreover, these examples
are typically corrupted by nuisance variables, both linear (i.e.
additive nuisance variables such as bad lighting, wearing of
glasses) and non-linear (i.e. non-additive pixel-wise nuisance
variables such as expression changes). The small number of
labeled examples means that it is hard to remove these nuisance
variables between the training and testing faces to obtain good
recognition performance. To address the problem we propose
a method called Semi-Supervised Sparse Representation based
Classification (S3RC). This is based on recent work on sparsity
where faces are represented in terms of two dictionaries: a gallery
dictionary consisting of one or more examples of each person,
and a variation dictionary representing linear nuisance variables
(e.g. different lighting conditions, different glasses). The main
idea is that (i) we use the variation dictionary to characterize
the linear nuisance variables via the sparsity framework, then
(ii) prototype face images are estimated as a gallery dictionary
via a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), with mixed labeled and
unlabeled samples in a semi-supervised manner, to deal with the
non-linear nuisance variations between labeled and unlabeled
samples. We have done experiments with insufficient labeled
samples, even when there is only a single labeled sample per
person. Our results on the AR, Multi-PIE, CAS-PEAL, and LFW
databases demonstrate that the proposed method is able to deliver
significantly improved performance over existing methods.
Index Terms—Gallery dictionary learning, semi-supervised
learning, face recognition, sparse representation based classifi-
cation, single labeled sample per person.
I. INTRODUCTION
FACE Recognition is one of the most fundamental prob-lems in computer vision and pattern recognition. In the
past decades, it has been extensively studied because of its
wide range of applications, such as automatic access con-
trol system, e-passport, criminal recognition, to name just a
few. Recently, the Sparse Representation based Classification
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(SRC) method, introduced by Wright et al. [1], has received
a lot of attention for face recognition [2]–[5]. In SRC, a
sparse coefficient vector was introduced in order to represent
the test image by a small number of training images. Then
the SRC model was formulated by jointly minimizing the
reconstruction error and the `1-norm on the sparse coefficient
vector [1]. The main advantages of SRC have been pointed out
in [1], [6]: i) it is simple to use without carefully crafted feature
extraction, and ii) it is robust to occlusion and corruption.
One of the most challenging problems for practical face
recognition application is the shortage of labeled samples [7].
This is due to the high cost of labeling training samples by
human effort, and because labeling multiple face instances
may be impossible in some cases. For example, for terrorist
recognition, there may be only one sample of the terrorist, e.g.
his/her ID photo. As a result, nuisance variables (or so called
intra-class variance) can exist between the testing images and
the limited amount of training images, e.g. the ID photo of the
terrorist (the training image) is a standard front-on face with
neutral lighting, but the testing images captured from the crime
scene can often include bad lighting conditions and/or various
occlusions (e.g. the terrorist may wear a hat or sunglasses).
In addition, the training and testing images may also vary in
expressions (e.g. neutral and smile) or resolution. The SRC
methods may fail in these cases because of the insufficiency
of the labeled samples to model nuisance variables [8]–[12].
In order to address the insufficient labeled samples problem,
Extended SRC (ESRC) [13] assumed that a testing image
equals a prototype image plus some (linear) variations. For
example, a image with sunglasses is assumed to equal to
the image without sunglasses plus the sunglasses. Therefore,
ESRC introduced two dictionaries: (i) a gallery dictionary con-
taining the prototype of each person (these are the persons to
be recognized), and (ii) a variation dictionary which contains
nuisance variations that can be shared by different persons
(e.g. different persons may wear the same sunglasses). Recent
improvements on ESRC can give good results for this problem
even when the subject only has a single labeled sample
(namely the Single Labeled Sample Per Person problem, i.e.
SLSPP) [14]–[17].
However, various non-linear nuisance variables also exist
in human face images, which makes prototype images hard
to obtain. In other words, the nuisance variables often occur
pixel-wise, which are not additive and cannot shared by dif-
ferent persons. For example, we cannot simply add a specific
variation to a neutral image (i.e. the labeled training image)
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Fig. 1. Comparisons of the gallery dictionaries estimated by SSRC (i.e. the
mean of the labeled data) and our method (i.e. one Gaussian centroid of GMM
by semi-supervised EM initialized by the labeled data mean) using first 300
Principal Components (PCs, dimensional reduction by PCA). This illustrates
that our method can estimate a better gallery dictionary with very few labeled
images which contains both linear (i.e. occlusion) and non-linear (i.e. smiling)
variations. The gallery from our method is learned by 5 semi-supervised EM
iterations.
to get its smile images (i.e. the testing images). Therefore,
the limited number of training images may not yield a good
prototype to represent the testing images, especially when
non-linear variations exist between them. Attempts were to
learn the gallery dictionary (i.e. better prototype images) in
Superposed SRC (SSRC) [18]. However, it requires multiple
labeled samples per subject, and still used simple linear
operations (i.e. averaging the labeled faces w.r.t each subject)
to get the gallery dictionary.
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic framework called
Semi-Supervised Sparse Representation based Classification
(S3RC) to deal with the insufficient labeled sample problem
in face recognition, even when there is only one labeled sample
per person. Both linear and non-linear variations between the
training labeled and the testing samples are considered. We
deal with the linear variations by a variation dictionary. After
eliminated the linear variation (by simple subtraction), the
non-linear variation is addressed by pursuing a better gallery
dictionary (i.e. better prototype images) via a Gaussian Mix-
ture Model (GMM). Specifically, in our proposed S3RC, the
testing samples (without label information) are also exploited
to learn a better model (i.e. better prototype images) in a
semi-supervised manner to eliminate the non-linear variation
between the labeled and unlabeled samples. This is because the
labeled samples are insufficient, and exploiting the unlabeled
samples ensures that the learned gallery (i.e. the better pro-
totype) can well represent the testing samples and give better
results. An illustrative example which compares the prototype
image learned from our method and the existing SSRC is given
in Fig. 1. Clearly from Fig.1, we can see that, with insufficient
labeled samples, a better gallery dictionary is learned by S3RC
that can well address the non-linear variations. Also Figs. 8
and 12 in the later sections show that the learned gallery
dictionary of our method can well represent the testing images
for better recognition results.
In brief, since the linear variations can be shared by different
persons (e.g. different persons can wear the same sunglasses),
therefore, we model the linear variations by a variation dictio-
nary, where the variation dictionary is constructed by a large
pre-labeled database which is independent of the training or
testing. Then, we rectify the data to eliminate linear variations
using the variation dictionary. After that, a GMM is applied to
the rectified data, in order to learn a better gallery dictionary
that can well represent the testing data which contains non-
linear variation from the labeled training. Specifically, all
the images from the same subject are treated as a Gaussian
with its Gaussian mean as a better gallery. Then, the GMM
is optimized to get the mean of each Gaussian using the
semi-supervised Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm,
initialized from the labeled data, and treating the unknown
class assignment of the unlabeled data as the latent variable.
Finally, the learned Gaussian means are used as the gallery
dictionary for sparse representation based classification. The
major contributions of our model are:
• Our model can deal with both linear and non-linear
variations between the labeled training and unlabeled
testing samples.
• A novel gallery dictionary learning method is proposed
which can exploit the unlabeled data to deal with the
non-linear variations.
• Existing variation dictionary learning methods are com-
plementary to our method, i.e. our method can be applied
to other variation dictionary learning method to achieve
improved performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first sum-
marize the notation and terminology in the next subsection.
Section II describes background material and related work.
SSRC and ESRC are described in Section III. In Section
IV, starting with the insufficient training samples problem,
we introduce the proposed S3RC model, discuss the EM
optimization, and then we extend S3RC to the SLSPP problem.
Extensive simulations have been conducted in Section V,
where we show that by using our method as a classifier,
further improved performance can be achieved using Deep
Convolution Neural Network (DCNN) features. Section VI
discusses the experimental results, and is followed by con-
cluding remarks in Section VII.
A. Summary of notation and terminology
In this paper, capital bold and lowercase bold symbols are
used to represent matrices and vectors, respectively. 1d ∈
Rd×1 denotes the unit column vector, and I is the identity
matrix. || · ||1, || · ||2, || · ||F denote the `1, `2, and Frobenius
norms, respectively. aˆ is the estimation of parameter a.
In the following, we demonstrate the promising performance
of our method on two problems with strictly limited labeled
data: i) the insufficient uncontrolled gallery samples problem
without generic training data, and ii) the SLSPP problem
with generic training data. Here, uncontrolled samples are
images containing nuisance variables such as different illu-
mination, expression, occlusion, etc. We call these nuisance
variables as intra-class variance in the rest of the paper. The
generic training dataset is an independent dataset w.r.t the
training/testing dataset. It contains multiple samples per person
to represent the intra-class variance. In the following, we use
the insufficient training samples problem to refer to the former
problem, and the SLSPP problem is short for the latter one. We
do not distinguish the terms training/gallery/labeled samples,
testing/unlabeled samples in the following. But note that the
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gallery samples and gallery dictionary are not identical. The
latter means the learned dictionary for recognition.
The promising performance of our method is obtained
by estimating the prototype of each person as the gallery
dictionary, and the prototype is estimated using both labeled
and unlabeled data. Here, the prototype means a learned image
that represents the discriminative features of all the images
from a specific subject. There is only one prototype for each
subject. Typically, the prototype can be the neutral image of a
specific subject without occlusion and obtained under uniform
illumination. Our method learn the prototype by estimating
the true centroid for both labeled and unlabeled data of each
person, thus we do not distinguish the prototype and true
centroid in the following.
II. RELATED WORK
The proposed method is a Sparse Representation based
Classification (SRC) method. Many research works have been
inspired by the original SRC method [1]. In order to learn a
more discriminative dictionary, instead of using the training
data itself, Yang et al. introduced the Fisher discrimination
criterion to constrain the sparse code in the reconstructed error
[19], [20]. Ma et al. learned another discriminative dictionary
by imposing low-rank constraints on it [21]. Following these
approaches, a model unifying [19] and [21] was proposed
by Li et al. [22], [23]. Alternatively, Zhang et al. proposed
a model to indirectly learn the discriminative dictionary by
constraining the coefficient matrix to be low-rank [24]. Chi
and Porikli incorporated SRC and Nearest Subspace Classi-
fier (NSC) into a unified framework, and balanced them by
a regularization parameter [25]. However, this category of
methods need sufficient samples of each subject to construct
an over-complete dictionary for modeling the variations of the
uncontrolled samples [8]–[10], and hence is not suitable for the
insufficient training samples problem and the SLSPP problem.
Recently, ESRC was proposed to address the limitations of
SRC when the number of samples per class is insufficient
to obtain an over-complete dictionary, where a variation dic-
tionary is introduced to represent the linear variation [13].
Motivated by ESRC, Yang et al. proposed the Sparse Variation
Dictionary Learning (SVDL) model to learn the variation
dictionary V, more precisely [14]. In addition to modeling the
variation dictionary by a linear illumination model, Zhuang et
al. [15], [16] also integrated auto-alignment into their method.
Gao et al. [26] extended the ESRC model by dividing the
image samples into several patches for recognition. Wei and
Wang proposed robust auxiliary dictionary learning to learn
the intra-class variation [17]. The aforementioned methods did
not learn a better gallery dictionary to deal with non-linear
variation, therefore good prototype images (i.e. the gallery
dictionary) were hard to obtain. To address this issue, Deng et
al. proposed SSRC to learn the prototype images as the gallery
dictionary [18]. But this uses only simple linear operations
to estimate the gallery dictionary, which requires sufficient
labeled gallery samples and it is still difficult to model the
non-linear variation.
There are semi-supervised learning (SSL) methods which
use sparse/low-rank techniques. For example, Yan and Wang
[27] used sparse representation to construct the weight of the
pairwise relationship graph for SSL. He et al. [28] proposed a
nonnegative sparse algorithm to derive the graph weights for
graph-based SSL. Besides the sparsity property, Zhuang et al.
[29], [30] also imposed low-rank constraints to estimate the
weight matrix of the pairwise relationship graph for SSL. The
main difference between them and our proposed method S3RC
is that the previous works used sparse/low-rank technologies
to learn the weight matrix for graph-based SSL, which are
essentially SSL methods. By contrast our method aims at
learning a precise gallery dictionary in the ESRC framework,
and the gallery dictionary learning was assisted by probability-
based SSL (GMM), which is essentially a SRC method.
Also note that as a general tool, GMM has been used for
face recognition for a long time since Wang and Tang [31].
However, to the best of our knowledge, GMM has not been
previously used for gallery dictionary learning in SRC based
face recognitions.
III. SEMI-SUPERVISED SPARSE REPRESENTATION BASED
CLASSIFICATION WITH EM ALGORITHM
In this section, we present our proposed S3RC method in
detail. Firstly, we introduce the general SRC formulation with
the gallery plus variation framework, in which the linear vari-
ation is directly modeled by the variation dictionary. Then, we
prove that, after eliminating linear variations of each sample
(which we call rectification), the rectified data (both labeled
and unlabeled) from one person can be modeled as a Gaussian
to learn the non-linear variations. Following this, the whole
rectified dataset including both labeled and unlabeled samples
are formulated by a GMM. Next, initialized by the labeled
data, the semi-supervised EM algorithm is used to learn the
mean of each Gaussian as the prototype images. Then, the
learned gallery dictionary is used for face recognition by the
gallery plus variation framework. After that, we describe the
way to apply S3RC to the SLSPP problem. Finally, the overall
algorithm is summarized.
We use the gallery plus variation framework to address
both linear and non-linear variations. Specifically, the linear
variation (such as illumination changes, different occlusions)
is modeled by the variation dictionary. After eliminating the
linear variation, we address the non-linear variation (e.g. ex-
pression changes) between the labeled and unlabeled samples
by estimating the centroid (prototype) of each Gaussian of the
GMM. Note that GMM learn the class centroid (prototype)
by semi-supervised clustering, i.e. we only use the ground
truth label as supervised information, the class assignment
of the unlabeled data is treated as the latent variable in
EM and updated iteratively during learning the class centroid
(prototype).
A. The gallery plus variation framework
The SRC with gallery plus variation framework has been ap-
plied to the face recognition problem as follows. The observed
images are considered as a combination of two different sub-
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signals, i.e. a gallery dictionary P plus a variation dictionary
V in the linear additive model [13]:
y = Pα+ Vβ + e, (1)
where α is a sparse vector that selects a limited number of
bases from the gallery dictionary P, and β is another sparse
vector that selects a limited number of bases from the universal
linear variation dictionary V, and e is a small noise.
The sparse coefficients α, β can be estimated by solving the
following `1 minimization problem:[
αˆ
βˆ
]
= arg min
α,β
∥∥∥∥[P V] [αβ
]
− y
∥∥∥∥2
2
+ λ
∥∥∥∥[αβ
]∥∥∥∥
1
, (2)
where λ is a regularization parameter. Finally, recognition can
be conducted by calculating the reconstruction residuals for
each class using αˆ (according to each class) and βˆ, i.e. the test
sample y is classified to the class with the smallest residual.
In this process, the linear additive variation (e.g. illumi-
nation changes, different occlusions) of human faces can be
directly modeled by the variation dictionary, given the fact
that the linear additive variation can be shared by different
subjects, e.g. different persons may wear the same sunglasses.
Let A = [A1, ...,Ai, ...,AK ] ∈ RD×n denote a set of n
labeled images with multiple images per subject (class), where
Ai ∈ RD×ni is the stacked ni sample vectors of subject
i, and D is the data/feature dimension, the (linear) variation
dictionary can be constructed by:
V = [A−1 − a∗11Tn1 , ...,A−K − a∗K1TnK ], (3)
V = [A1 − c11Tn1 , ...,AK − cK1TnK ], (4)
where ci = 1niAi1ni ∈ RD×1 is the i-th class centroid of
the labeled data. a∗i ∈ RD×1 is the prototype of class i that
can best represent the discriminative features of all the images
from subject i, A−i is the complementary set of a
∗
i according
to Ai.
The gallery dictionary P can then be set accordingly using
one of the following equations:
P = A, (5)
P = [c1, ..., cK ], (6)
The aforementioned formulations of the gallery dictionary
P and variation dictionary V works well when a large
amount of labeled data is available. However, in practical
applications such as recognizing a terrorist by his ID photo, the
labeled/training data is often limited and the unlabeled/testing
images are often taken under severely different conditions
from the labeled/training data. Therefore, it is hard to obtain
good prototype images to represent the unlabeled/testing im-
ages from the labeled/training data only. In order to address
the non-linear variation between the labeled and unlabeled
samples, in the following we learn a prototype a∗i for each
class by estimating the true centroid for both the labeled
and unlabeled data of each subject, and represent the gallery
dictionary P using the learned prototype a∗i . (The importance
of learning the gallery dictionary is shown in the previous Fig.
1 and Figs. 8 and 12 in the later sections.)
B. Construct the data from each class as a Gaussian after
eliminating linear variations
We rectify the data to eliminate linear variations of each
sample (e.g. illumination changes, occlusions), so that the data
from one person can be modeled as a Gaussian. This can be
achieved by solving Eq. (1) using Eq. (5) or (6) to represent
the gallery dictionary and using Eq. (3) or (4) to represent the
variation dictionary:
yˆ = y −Vβˆ = Pαˆ+ e, (7)
where yˆ is the rectified unlabeled image without linear varia-
tion, αˆ and βˆ can be initialized by Eq. (2).
Then, the problem becomes to find the relationship between
the rectified unlabeled data yˆ and its corresponding class
centroid a∗. Note that the sparse coefficient αˆ is sparse and
typically there is only one entry of P that represents each
class. For an unlabeled sample, y, Pαˆ actually selects the
most significant entry of P, i.e. , it selects the class centroid
that is nearest to yˆ.
However, the “class centroid” selected by Pαˆ cannot be
directly used as the initial class centroid for each Gaussian,
because the biggest element of the sparse coefficient αˆ typi-
cally does not take value 1. In other words, Pαˆ can introduce
scaling on the class centroid and additional (small) noise. More
specifically, assume that the most significant entry of αˆ is
associated with class i, thus we have
Pαˆ = P[, , ..., s (i-th entry), ..., ]T
= sa∗i + Pαˆ
−
i = sa
∗
i + e
′, (8)
where the sparse coefficient αˆ = [, , ..., s (i-th entry), ..., ]T
consisting of small values  and a significant value s in its i-th
entry. a∗i is the i-th column of P, e
′ = Pαˆ−i is the summation
of the “noise” class centroids selected by αˆ−i , in which αˆ
−
i
contains only the small values (i.e. ’s) is the complementary
set of s according to αˆ.
Recall that the gallery dictionary P has been normalized
to have column unit `2-norm in Eq. (2), therefore, the scale
parameter s can be eliminated by normalizing y−Vβˆ to have
unit `2-norm:
yˆnorm = norm(y −Vβˆ) = norm(sa∗ + e′ + e)
≈ a∗i + e∗, (9)
where e∗ is a small noise which is assumed to be a zero-
mean Gaussian. Since there are insufficient samples from each
subject, we assign the Gaussian noise of each class (subject)
to be different from each other, i.e. e∗i = N (0,Σi), so as
to estimate the gallery dictionary more precisely. Thus, the
normalized yˆ obeys the following distribution:
yˆnorm ≈ a∗i + e∗i ∈ N (a∗i ,Σi). (10)
C. GMM Formulation
After modeling the rectified data for each subject as a
Gaussian, we construct a GMM for the whole data to estimate
the true centroids a∗, to address the non-linear variation
between the labeled/training and unlabeled/testing samples.
Specifically, the unknown assignment for the unlabeled data is
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used as the latent variable. The detailed formulation is given
in the following.
Let D = {(y1, l1)..., (yn, ln),yn+1, ...,yN} denote a set
of images of K classes including both labeled and unlabeled
samples, i.e. {(y1, l1)..., (yn, ln)} are n labeled samples with
{yi ∈ Ali , i = 1, ..., n}; and {yn+1, ...,yN} are N − n unla-
beled samples. Based on Eq. (10), a GMM can be formulated
to model the data and the EM algorithm can be used to more
precisely estimate the true class centroids by clustering the
normalized rectified images (that exclude the linear variations).
Firstly, the normalized rectified dataset Dˆnorm =
{(yˆnorm1 , l1)..., (yˆnormn , ln), yˆnormn+1 , ..., yˆnormN } must be calcu-
lated in order to construct the GMM. The calculation of the
normalized rectifications includes two parts: i) for the labeled
data, the normalized rectifications are the roughly estimated
class centroids; ii) for the unlabeled data, the normalized
rectifications can be estimated by Eq. (9):
yˆnormi =
{
cli , if i ∈ {1, ..., n},
norm(yi −Vβˆi), if i ∈ {n+ 1, ..., N},
(11)
where cli is the mean of the labeled data of the li-th subject,
i.e. it is the roughly estimated centroid of class li, V is the
variation dictionary, and βˆi is the sparse coefficient vector
estimated by Eq. (2).
Following this, the GMM can be constructed as described
in [32]. Specifically, let pij denote the prior probability of
class j, i.e. p(j) = pij , and θ be a set of unknown model
parameter: θ = {a∗j ,Σj , pij , for j = (1, ...,K)}. For the
incomplete samples (the unlabeled data), an latent indicator
zi,j is introduced to denote their label. That is, zi,j = 1, if
yˆnormi ∈ class j; otherwise zi,j = 0.
Therefore, the objective function to optimize θ can be
obtained as:
θˆ = arg max
θ
log p(Dˆnorm|θ), s.t.
K∑
j
pij = 1, (12)
where the log likelihood log p(Dˆnorm|θ) is:
log p(Dˆnorm|θ) = log
N∏
i=1
p(yˆnormi |θ)zi,j
= log
(
n∏
i=1
p(yˆnormi , li|θ)
N∏
i=n+1
p(yˆnormi |θ)zi,j
)
=
n∑
i=1
log piliN (yˆnormi |a∗li ,Σli) +
N∑
i=n+1
K∑
j=1
zi,j log pijN (yˆnormi |a∗i ,Σi). (13)
In Eq. (13) the label of sample i, i.e. li, was used as a subscript
to index the mean and variance, i.e. a∗li ,Σli , of the cluster
which sample i belongs to.
D. Estimation of the gallery dictionary by semi-supervised EM
algorithm
The EM algorithm is applied to estimate the unknown
parameters θ by iteratively calculating the latent indicator
(label) of the unlabeled data and maximizing the log likelihood
log p(Dˆnorm|θ) [33]–[36].
For the EM iterations, a∗j , Σj and pij for j = 1, ...,K are
initialized by pj , I, and ni/n, respectively. Here, ni is the
number of labeled samples in each class and n is the total
number of labeled samples.
E-Step: this aims at estimating the latent indicator, zi,j , of
the unlabeled data using the current estimate of θ. For the
labeled data, zi,j is known then it is set to its label, which is
the main difference between semi-supervised EM and original
EM. (This has already been applied in Eq. (13)):
zˆi,j =
{
1, if i ∈ {1, ..., n} and j = li,
0, if i ∈ {1, ..., n} and j 6= li.
(14)
Equation (14) ensures that the “estimated labels” of the labeled
samples are fixed by their true labels. Thus, the labeled data
plays a role of anchors, which encourage the EM, applied to
the whole dataset, to converge to the true gallery.
For the unlabeled data, the algorithm uses the expectation
of zi,j from the previously estimated model θold, to give a
good estimation of zi,j :
zˆi,j = E[zi,j ]
=
pioldj
1
|Σoldj |1/2
exp (− 12 ||yˆnormi − (a∗j )old||2Σoldj )∑K
k=1 pi
old
k
1
|Σoldk |1/2
exp (− 12 ||yˆnormi − (a∗k)old||2Σoldk )
,
if i ∈ {n+ 1, ..., N}. (15)
M-Step: zi,j in Eq. (13) can be substituted by zˆi,j , so that
we can optimize the model parameter θ. By using Maximum-
Likelihood Estimation (MLE), the optimized model parame-
ters can be obtained by:
Nˆj =
N∑
i=1
zˆi,j , pˆij =
Nˆj
N
. (16)
aˆ∗j =
1
Nˆj
N∑
i=1
zˆi,jyˆ
norm
i , (17)
Σˆj =
1
Nˆj
N∑
i=1
zˆi,j(yˆ
norm
i − aˆ∗j )(yˆnormi − aˆ∗j )T , (18)
The E-Step and M-Step iterate until the log likelihood
log p(Dˆnorm|θ) converges.
Initialization: The EM algorithm needs good initialization
to avoid the local minima. To initialize the mean of each
Gaussian a∗i , it is natural to use the roughly estimated class
centroids, i.e. the mean of labeled data, ci (See Fig.1 as an
example). The variance for each class is initialized by the
identity matrix, i.e. Σi = I, i = 1, ...,K.
E. Classification using the estimated gallery dictionary and
SRC
The estimated aˆ∗j is used as the gallery dictionary, P
∗ =
[aˆ∗1, ..., aˆ
∗
K ]. Then P
∗ is used to substitute P in Eq. (2),
to estimate the new sparse coefficients, α∗ and β∗. Finally,
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Fig. 2. The illustration of the procedures of the proposed semi-supervised gallery dictionary learning method.
the residuals for each class k are computed for the final
classification by:
rk(y) =
∥∥∥∥y − [P∗ V] [δk(αˆ∗)βˆ∗
]∥∥∥∥2
F
, (19)
where δk(αˆ∗) is a vector whose nonzero entries are the entries
in αˆ∗ that are associated with class k. Then the testing
sample y is classified into the class with smallest rk(y), i.e.
Label(y) = arg mink rk(y).
F. S3RC model for SLSPP problem with generic dataset
Recently, a lot of researchers have introduced an extra
generic dataset for addressing the face recognition problem
with SLSPP [13], [14], [26], [37], [38], of which the SRC
methods [13], [14], [26] have achieved state-of-the-art results.
Here, the generic dataset can be an independent dataset from
the training and testing dataset D. When a generic dataset is
given in advance, our model can also be easily applied to the
SLSPP problem.
In the SLSPP problem, the input data has N samples,
D = {(y1, 1), ..., (yK ,K),yK+1, ...,yN}. From D, the set
of the labeled data, T = {y1, ...,yK}, is known as the gallery
dataset, where there is only one sample for each subject.
G = {G1, ...,GKg} ∈ RD×Ng denotes a labeled generic
dataset with Ng samples and Kg subjects in total. Here, D is
the data dimension shared by gallery, generic and testing data,
and Gi ∈ RD×ngi is the stacked ngi vectors of the samples
from class i.
Due to the limited number of gallery samples, the initial
class center is set to the only labeled sample of each class,
and the corresponding variation dictionary can be constructed
similar to Eq. (4):
P = T, (20)
V = [G1 − cg11Tng1 , ...,GK − c
g
11
T
ng
Kg
], (21)
where cgi is the average of the samples according to i-th subject
in generic dataset, i.e. cgi =
1
ngi
Gi1ngi .
The obtained initial gallery dictionary and variation dictio-
nary can then be applied in our model, as discussed in Section
III-B – Section III-E.
G. Summary of the algorithm
The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. We
also gave an illustrated procedures of the proposed method in
Fig. 2. The inputs to the algorithm, besides the regularization
parameter λ, are:
• For the insufficient training samples problem: a set of
images including both labeled and unlabeled samples
D = {(y1, l1)..., (yn, ln), yn+1, ...,yN}, where yi ∈
RD, i = 1, ..., N are image vectors, and li, i = 1, ..., n
are the labels. We denote ni to be the number of labeled
samples of each class.
• For the SLSPP problem with generic dataset: the
dataset including gallery and testing data D =
{(y1, 1)..., (yK ,K),yK+1, ...,yN}, in which T =
{y1, ...,yK} is the gallery set with SLSPP and 1, ..., K
are the labels. A labeled generic dataset with Ng samples
from Kg subjects, G = {G1, ...,GNg}.
To investigate the convergence of the semi-supervised EM,
Fig. 3 illustrates the typical performance of change in negative
log-likelihood (from a randomly selected run on the AR
database), which convergence with less than 5 iterations. A
converged example is illustrated in Fig. 1 (i.e. the rightmost
subfigure, obtained by 5 iterations). From both Figs. 1 and 3, it
can be observed that the algorithm converges quickly and the
discriminative features of each specific subject can be learned
in a few steps.
Note that our algorithm is related to the SRC methods
which also used the gallery plus variation framework, such
as ESRC [13], SSRC [18], SVDL [14] and SILT [15], [16].
Among these method, only SSRC aims to learn the gallery
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Algorithm 1: Semi-Supervised Sparse Representation
based Classification
1 Compute the prototype matrix, P, by Eq. (6) (for the
insufficient training samples problem), or by Eq. (20)
(for the SLSPP problem).
2 Compute the universal linear variation matrix, V, by Eq.
(4) (for the insufficient training samples problem), or by
Eq. (21) (for the SLSPP problem).
/* V can also be calculated by other
variation dict. learning methods. */
3 Apply dimensional reduction (e.g. PCA) on the whole
dataset as well as P and V, and then normalize them to
have column unit `2 norm.
4 Solve the Sparse Representation problem to estimate αˆ
and βˆ for all the unlabeled y by Eq. (2).
5 Rectify the samples to eliminate linear variation and
normalize them to have unit `2-norm by Eq. (11).
6 Initialize each Gaussian of the GMM by N (pi, I) for
i = 1, ...K, where pi is the i-th column of P.
7 Initialize the prior of GMM, pii = ni/n (for the
insufficient training samples problem), or pii = 1/K (for
SLSPP problem) for i = 1, ...K.
8 repeat
9 E-Step: Calculate zˆij by Eqs. (14) and (15).
10 M-Step: Optimize the model parameter
θ = {µj ,Σj , pij , for j = 1, ...,K} by Eqs.
(16)–(18).
11 until Eq. (13) converges;
12 Let P∗ = [µˆ1, ..., µˆK ], estimate αˆ∗, βˆ∗ by Eq. (2).
13 Compute the residual rk(y) by Eq. (19).
14 Output: Label(y) = arg mink rk(y).
dictionary, but it needs sufficient label/training data. Also it is
not ensured that the learned prototype from SSRC can well
represent the testing data due to the possible severe variation
between the labeled/training and the testing samples. While
ESRC, SVDL and SILT focus to learn a more representative
variation dictionary. The variation dictionary learning in these
methods are complementary to our proposed method. In other
words, we can use them to replace Eqs. (3), (4) or (21) for
better performance, which will be verified in the experiments
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Fig. 3. The typical performance of the change in negative log-likelihood
(from a randomly selected trial on the AR database), which convergence with
less than 5 iterations.
by using SVDL to construct our variation dictionary.
IV. RESULTS
In this section, our model is tested to verify the performance
for both the insufficient training samples problem and the
SLSPP problem. Firstly, the performance of the proposed
method on the insufficient training samples problem using the
AR database [39] is shown. Then, we test our method on the
SLSPP problem on both the Multi-PIE [40] and the CAS-
PEAL [41] databases, using one facial image with neutral
expression from each person as the only labeled gallery
sample. Next, in order to further investigate the performance
of the proposed semi-supervised gallery dictionary learning,
we re-do the SLSPP experiments with one randomly selected
image (i.e. uncontrolled image) per person as the only gallery
sample. The performance has been evaluated on the Multi-
PIE [40], and the more challenging LFW [42] databases.
After that, the influence of different amounts of labeled and/or
unlabeled data is investigated. Finally, we have illustrated the
performance of our method through a practical system with
automatic face detection and automatic face alignment.
For all the experiments, we report the results from both
transductive and inductive experimental settings. Specifically,
in the transductive setting, the data is partitioned into two
parts, i.e. the labeled training and the unlabeled testing. We
focus on the performance on the unlabeled/testing data, where
we do not distinguish the unlabeled and the testing data. In
inductive setting, we split the data into three parts, i.e. the
labeled training, the unlabeled training and the testing, where
the model is learned by the labeled training and the unlabeled
training data, the performance is evaluated on the testing data.
In order to provide comparable results, the Homotopy method
[43]–[45] was used to solve the `1 minimization problem for
all the methods involved.
A. Performance on the insufficient training samples problem
In the AR database [39], there are 126 subjects with 26
images for each of them taken at two different sessions (dates),
each session containing 13 images. The variations in the AR
database include illumination change, expressions and facial
occlusions. In our experiment, a cropped and normalized
subset of the AR database that contains 100 subjects with
50 males and 50 females is used. The corresponding 2600
images are cropped to 165 × 120. This subset of AR used
in our experiment has been selected and cropped by the data
provider [46]1. Figure 4 illustrates one session (13 images) for
a specific subject.
Here we conduct four experiments to investigate the perfor-
mance of our methods, and the results are reported from both
the transductive and the inductive settings. No extra generic
dataset is used in either of the experiments. The experimental
settings are:
• Transductive: There are two transductive experiments.
One is an extension of the experiment in [8], [18], by
1The data can be downloaded at http://cbcsl.ece.ohio-state.edu/
protected-dir/AR warp zip.zip upon authorization.
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Fig. 4. The cropped image instances of one subject from the AR database
(one complete session).
using different amounts of labeled data. In the experi-
ment, 2-13 uncontrolled images (of 26 images in total) of
each subject are randomly chosen as the labeled data, and
the remaining 24-13 images are used as unlabeled/query
data for EM clustering and testing. The two sessions
are not separated in this experiment. The results of this
experiment are shown in Figure 5a. Figure 5b is a more
challenging experiment, in which the labeled and unla-
beled images are from different sessions. More explicitly,
we first randomly choose a session, then randomly select
2-13 images of each subject from that session to be the
labeled data. The remaining 13 images from the other
sessions are used as unlabeled/query data.
• Inductive: There are also two inductive experiments as
shown in Figs. 5c and 5d, where the labeled training is
selected by the same strategy used in the transductive
settings. Specifically, the experiment in Fig. 5c uses 2-13
(of 26 images in total) randomly selected uncontrolled
images as labeled training samples. Thereafter, the re-
maining 24-13 images are randomly separated into two
parts, i.e. half as unlabeled training samples and the
other half as testing samples. Similarly, Fig. 5d shows
another more challenging experiment, where the training
(including both labeled and unlabeled) and the testing
samples are chosen from different sessions to ensure the
large differences between them. That is, for each person,
a session is randomly selected at first. From that session,
then, 2-12 randomly selected images are used as the
labeled training samples, and the remaining 11-1 images
are used as the unlabeled training samples. All the 13
images from the other session are used as testing samples.
State-of-the-art methods for the insufficient training sam-
ples problem are used for comparison, including sparse/dense
representation methods SRC [1] and ProCRC [47], low-rank
models DLRD SR [21], D2L2R2 [22], [23], gallery plus
variation representation ESRC [13], SSRC [18], and RADL
[17]. We follow the same settings of other parameters as in
[18], i.e. first 300 PCs from PCA [48] have been used and
λ is set to 0.005. The results are illustrated by the mean and
standard deviation of 20 runs. Particularly, in order to show
that the generalizability of the proposed gallery dictionary
learning S3RC, we also investigate the performance of our
method in RADL framework, i.e. we replace the gallery
dictionary in RADL by the learned gallery from S3RC and
keep the remaining part of the RADL model unchanged. We
denote it by S3RC-RADL.
Fig. 5. The results (Recognition Rate) from the AR database. We used
the first 300 PCs (dimensional reduction by PCA) and λ is set to 0.005
(as identical of [18]). Each value was obtained from 20 runs. The Left and
Right Columns denote experiments with Combined and Separated Session,
the Top and Bottom Rows represent the transductive and inductive settings,
respectively. Zoom-in figures are provided in subfigs (a), (c), and (d).
Figure 5 shows that our results, i.e. S3RC and S3RC-
RADL, consistently outperform other counterparts under the
same configurations. Moreover, significant improvements in
the results are observed when there are few labeled samples
per subject. Especially, it is observed that the results of SSRC
are less satisfactory comparing with more recent state-of-the-
art methods RADL and ProCRC, however, its performance
is boosted to the second highest by utilizing the proposed
gallery dictionary method S3RC. For example, the accuracy
of S3RC is higher by around 10% than SSRC when using 2-4
labeled samples per person. Furthermore, by combining with
more recent RADL method, S3RC-RADL achieves the best
performance. It is also noted that the size of outperformance
decreases when more labeled data is used. This is because the
class centroids estimated by SSRC (averaging the labeled data
according to same label) are less likely to be the true gallery
when the number of labeled data are small. Thus, by improving
the estimates of the true gallery from the initialization of
the averaged labeled data, better results can be obtained by
our method. Conversely, if the number of labeled data is
sufficiently large, then the averaged labeled data becomes good
estimates of the true gallery, which results in less improvement
compared with our method.
The results of Figs. 5a and 5c (i.e. the Left Column) are
higher than those of Figs. 5b and 5d (i.e. the Right Column)
for all methods, because the labeled and unlabeled samples
of the Right Column of Fig. 5 are obtained from different
sessions. Interestingly, the higher outperformance of S3RC
can be observed in the more challenging experiment shown in
Fig. 5b. This observation further demonstrates the effectiveness
of our proposed semi-supervised gallery dictionary learning
method. Also, the results of the transductive experiments
(i.e. Figs. 5a and 5b) are better than those of the inductive
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experiments (i.e. Figs. 5c and 5d), because the testing samples
have been directly used to learn the model in the transductive
settings.
The above results have demonstrated the effectiveness of
our method for the insufficient training samples problem.
B. The performance on the SLSPP problem using facial image
with neutral expression as gallery
1) The Multi-PIE Database : The large-scale Multi-PIE
database [40] consists of images of four sessions (dates) with
variations of pose, expression, and illumination. For each
subject in each session, there are 20 illuminations, with indices
from 0 to 19, per pose per expression. In our experiments, all
the images are cropped to the size of 100 × 82. Since the
data provider did not label the eye centers of each image in
advance, we average the 4 labeled points of each eye ball
(Points 38, 39, 41, 42 for the left eye and Points 44, 45, 47,
48 for the right eye) as the eye center, then crop them by
locating the two eye centers at (19, 28) and (63, 28) of the
100 × 82 images.
This experiment is a reproduction of the experiment on
the SLSPP problem using the Multi-PIE database in [14].
Specifically, the images with illumination 7 from the first
100 subjects (among all 249 subjects) in Session 1 of the
facial image with neutral expression (Session 1, Camera 051,
Recording 1. S1 Ca051 R1 for short) are used as gallery. The
remaining images under various illuminations of the other 149
subjects in S1 Ca051 R1 are used as the generic training
data. For the testing data, we use the images of the first
100 subjects from other subsets of the Multi-PIE database,
i.e. the image subsets that are with different illuminations
(S2 Ca051 R1, S3 Ca051 R1, S4 Ca051 R1), different
illuminations and poses (S1 Ca050 R1, S2 Ca050 R1,
S3 Ca050 R1, S4 Ca050 R1), different illuminations and
expressions (S1 Ca051 R2, S2 Ca051 R2, S2 Ca051 R3,
S3 Ca051 R2), different illuminations, expressions and
poses (S1 Ca050 R2, S1 Ca140 R2). The gallery image
from a specific subject and its corresponding unlabeled/testing
images with a randomly selected illumination are shown in
Fig. 6.
The results from classical classifiers NN [48], SVM [49],
sparse/dense representation SRC [1], CRC [9], ProCRC [47],
gallery plus variation representation ESRC [13], SVDL [14],
RADL [17] are chosen for comparison2 . In order to further
investigate the generalizability of our method and to show
the power of the gallery dictionary estimation, besides the
evaluation on S3RC-RADL, we also report the results of
S3RC using the variation dictionary learned by SVDL (S3RC-
SVDL), i.e. initializing the first four steps of the Algorithm 1
by SVDL. The parameters were identical to those in [14], i.e.
2 Note that the DLRD SR [21] and D2L2R2 [22], [23] methods, which
we compared in the insufficient training samples problem, are less suitable
for comparison here due to the SLSPP problem. It is because in order to learn
a low-rank (sub-)dictionary for each subject, both of them assume low-rank
property of the gallery dictionary, which requires multiple gallery samples per
subject. SSRC also requires multiple gallery samples per subject to learn the
gallery dictionary and thus is less suitable for comparison either.
Fig. 6. The cropped image instances of one subject from various subsets of
the Multi-PIE database.
the 90 PCA dimension and λ = 0.001. The transductive and
inductive experimental settings are:
• Transductive: Here we use all the images from the cor-
responding session as unlabeled testing data, the results
are summarized in the top subfigure of Fig. 7.
• Inductive: The bottom subfigure of Fig. 7 summarizes
the inductive experimental results, where the 20 images
of the corresponding session were partitioned into two
parts, i.e. half for unlabeled training and the other half for
testing. The inductive results are obtained by averaging
20 replicates.
Figure 7 shows that the proposed gallery dictionary learning
methods, i.e. S3RC, S3RC-SVDL, S3RC-RADL achieve the
top recognition rates compared with the other categories of
methods in recognizing all the subsets. In particular, the
highest enhancements can be observed for recognition with
varying expressions. The reason might be that the samples
with different expressions cannot be properly aligned by using
only the eye centers, so the gallery dictionary learned by
S3RC can achieve better alignment with the testing images.
This demonstrates that gallery dictionary learning plays an
important role in SRC based face recognition. In addition, our
inductive results are comparable to the transductive results,
which implies we might do not need as many as 20 images as
unlabeled training to learn the model on Multi-PIE database.
It is also observed that in this challenging SLSPP problem, all
the gallery plus variation representation methods (i.e. ESRC,
SVDL, RADL) outperform the best sparse/dense representa-
tion method (i.e. ProCRC), suggesting that the gallery plus
variation representation methods are more suitable for the
SLSPP problem. As a generally applicable gallery dictionary
learning method to the gallery plus variation framework, our
method further improves the performance on this challenging
tasks.
Furthermore, by integrating the variation dictionary learned
by SVDL into S3RC, S3RC-SVDL, S3RC-RADL also im-
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Fig. 7. The results (Recognition Rate, %) from the Multi-PIE database with controlled single gallery sample per person, Top: RecRate for transductive
experiments, Bottom: RecRate for inductive experiments. The bars from Left to Right are: NN, SVM, SRC, CRC, ProCRC, ESRC, SVDL, S3RC, S3RC-SVDL,
and S3RC-RADL.
Fig. 8. Illustrations of the learned gallery samples when there is non-linear variation between the (input) labeled gallery and the unlabeled/testing samples.
The labeled gallery is controlled facial image with neutral expression under standard illumination.
proves the performance of S3RC in most cases. This also
demonstrates the generalizablity of our method. These perfor-
mance enhancements of S3RC, S3RC-SVDL and S3RC-RADL
(w.r.t ESRC, SVDL, and RADL) are benefited from using the
unlabeled samples for estimating the true gallery instead of
relying on the labeled samples only. When given insufficient
labeled samples, the other methods find it is hard to achieve
satisfactory recognition rates in some cases.
The learned gallery is also investigated. We are especially
interested in examining the learned gallery when there is
a large difference between the input labeled samples and
the unlabeled/testing images. Therefore, we use the neutral
image as the labeled gallery and randomly choose 10 images
with smile (i.e. from S1 Ca051 R2 and S2 Ca051 R2), the
learned gallery is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8 illustrates that by
using the unlabeled training samples with smile, the learned
gallery can also possess desirable (non-linear) smile attributes
(see the mouth region), which better represents the prototype
of the unlabeled/testing images. In fact, the proposed semi-
supervised gallery dictionary learning method can be regarded
as a pixel-wise alignment between the labeled gallery and the
unlabeled/testing images.
The analysis in this section demonstrates the promising
performance of our method for the SLSPP problem on Multi-
PIE database.
2) The CAS-PEAL Database: The CAS-PEAL database
[41] contains 99594 images with different illuminations, facing
directions, expressions, accessories, etc. It is considered to be
the largest database available that contains occluded images.
Note that although the occlusions may commonly occurs on
the objects of interests in practice [50], [51], the Multi-PIE
database does not contain images with occlusions. Thus, as a
complementary experiment, we use all the 434 subjects from
the Accessory category for testing, and their corresponding
images from the Normal category as gallery. In this experi-
mental setting, there are 1 neutral image, 3 images with hats,
and 3 images with glasses/sunglasses for each subject. All the
images are cropped to 100 × 82, with the centers of both eyes
located at (19, 28) and (63, 28). Figure 9 illustrates the gallery
and testing images for a specific subject.
Among the 434 subjects used, 300 subjects are selected
for training and testing, and the remaining 134 subjects are
used as generic training data. The first 100 dimension PCs
(dimensional reduction by PCA) are used and λ is set to
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Fig. 9. The cropped image instances for one subject from the Normal and
the Accessory categories of the CAS-PEAL database.
0.001. We also compare our results with NN [48], SVM [49],
SRC [1], CRC [9], ProCRC [47], ESRC [13], SVDL [14]
and RADL [17]. The results of the transductive and inductive
experiments are reported in Table I. The experimental settings
are:
• Transductive: All the 6 images of the Accessory category
shown in Fig. 9 are used for unlabeled/testing.
• Inductive: Of all the 6 images, we randomly select 3
images as unlabeled training and the remaining 3 images
are used as testing. The inductive results are obtained by
averaging 20 replicates.
Table I shows that S3RC, S3RC-SVDL and S3RC-RADL
achieve top three recognition rates in the CAS-PEAL database,
only except S3RC-RADL vs. RADL in the Inductive case.
This is the only case that our method slightly inferior than
our counterpart among all of our experiments (including the
experiments in the previous and following sections). The
reason is that in the inductive experiments, there is too few
(i.e. 3 samples per subject) unlabeled data to guarantee the
generalizibility of them. Also RADL used weighted `2 norm
(i.e. `2 norm with projection) to calculate the data error
term, which already gains some robustness to the less perfect
gallery dictionary. The results in Table I verify the promising
performance of our method for SLSPP problem on CAS-PEAL
database.
TABLE I
THE RESULTS (RECOGNITION RATE, %) FROM THE CAS-PEAL
DATABASE ON THE Normal AND Accessory SUBSETS, FOR BOTH
transductive AND inductive EXPERIMENTS. IN THE BRACKETS, WE SHOW
THE IMPROVEMENT OF S3RC w.r.t ESRC, S3RC-SVDL w.r.t SVDL AND
S3RC-RADL w.r.t RADL, SINCE THE SAME VARIATION DICTIONARY HAS
BEEN USED IN THESE THREE PAIRS. WE USED THE FIRST 100 PCS
(DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION BY PCA) AND λ IS SET TO 0.001.
Method Transductive Inductive
NN 41.00 41.08
SVM 41.00 41.08
SRC 57.22 56.70
CRC 54.56 53.84
ProCRC 54.89 54.67
ESRC 71.78 71.76
SVDL 69.67 69.74
RADL 75.27 73.78
S3RC 75.39 (↑3.61) 74.66 (↑2.90)
S3RC-SVDL 72.06 (↑2.39) 71.79 (↑2.05)
S3RC-RADL 75.89 (↑0.62) 72.56 (↓1.23)
C. The performance on the SLSPP problem using uncontrolled
image as gallery
1) The Multi-PIE Database : In order to validate the
proposed S3RC methods, additional more challenging exper-
iments are performed on the Multi-PIE Database, where an
uncontrolled image is used as the labeled gallery. Specifically,
for each unlabeled/testing subset illustrated in Fig. 10, we
randomly choose one image per subject from the other subsets
(excluding the unlabeled/testing subset) as the labeled gallery.
It should be noted that the well controlled gallery, i.e. the neu-
tral images from S1 Ca050 R1, is not used in this section.
Both the transductive and the inductive experiments are also
reported as the same protocol used in Sect. IV-B1.
Fig. 10. The illustrations of the data used in Sect. IV-C1. We first randomly
select a subset as unlabeled/testing data, then a gallery sample is randomly
chosen from other subsets (excluding the unlabeled/testing select).
• Transductive: Here we use all the images from the cor-
responding session as unlabeled testing data, the results
are summarized in top subfigure of Fig. 11.
• Inductive: Bottom subfigure of Fig. 11 summarizes the
inductive experimental results, where the 20 images of
the corresponding session are partitioned into two parts,
i.e. half for unlabeled training and the other half for
testing. The inductive results are obtained by averaging
20 replicates.
The results are shown in Fig. 11, in which the proposed
S3RC is compared with NN, SVM, SRC [1], CRC, and Pro-
CRC methods3. Figure 11 shows that our method consistently
outperforms the other outline methods. In fact, although the
overall accuracy decreases due to the uncontrolled labeled
gallery, all the conclusions made in Sect. IV-B1 are supported
and verified by Fig. 11 here.
We also investigated the learned gallery when a uncontrolled
image is used as input labeled gallery. Figure 12 shows
the results when using the squint image (i.e. a image from
S2 Ca051 R3) as the single labeled input gallery for each
subject. It is observed (see eye and mouth regions) that the
learned gallery can better represent the testing images (i.e.
smile) by the non-linear semi-supervised gallery dictionary
learning. The reason is the same as the previous experiments
in Fig. 8, i.e. the proposed semi-supervised method conducts a
pixel-wise alignment between the labeled gallery and the unla-
3Note that the SVDL and RADL method is less suitable to the SLSPP
problem with uncontrolled image as gallery. It is because the variation
dictionary learning of SVDL or RADL requires reference images for all the
subjects in the generic training data, where the reference images should have
the same type of variation as the gallery. However, such information cannot
be inferred due to the uncontrolled gallery images used.
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Fig. 11. The results (Recognition Rate, %) from the Multi-PIE database with uncontrolled single gallery sample per person, Top: RecRate for transductive
experiments, Bottom: RecRate for inductive experiments. The bars from Left to Right are: NN, SVM, SRC, CRC, ProCRC, ESRC, S3RC.
Fig. 12. Illustrations of the learned gallery samples when there is non-linear variation between the (input) labeled gallery and the unlabeled/testing samples.
The labeled gallery is uncontrolled (i.e. the squint image).
beled/testing images so that the non-linear variations between
them are well addressed.
2) The LFW Database: The Labeled Face in the Wild
(LFW) [42] is the latest benchmark database for face recog-
nition, which has been used to test several advanced methods
with dense or deep features for face verification, such as
[52]–[56]. In this section, our method has been tested on the
LFW database to create a more challenging face identification
problem.
Specifically, the face images of the LFW database are
collected from the Internet, as long as they can be detected by
the Viola-Jones face detector [42]. As a result, there are more
than 13,000 images in the LFW database containing enor-
mous intra-class variations, where controlled (e.g. neutral and
facial) faces may not be available. Considering the previous
experiments on the Multi-PIE and CAS-PEAL databases dealt
with specific kinds of variations separately, as an important
extended experiment, the effectiveness of our S3RC method
can be further validated by its performance on the LFW
dataset.
A pre-aligned database by deep funneling [57] was used
in our experiment. We select a subset of the LFW database
containing more than 10 images for each person, with 4324
images from 158 subjects in total. In the experiments, we ran-
domly select 100 subjects for training and testing the model,
the remaining 58 subjects are used to construct the variation
dictionary. The experimental results for both transductive and
inductive learning are reported. The only gallery image is
randomly chosen from each subject, then the transductive and
the inductive experimental settings are:
• Transductive: All the remaining images from a specific
subject are used for unlabeled/testing. The results are
obtained by averaging 20 replicates due to the randomly
selected subjects.
• Inductive: For each subject, we randomly select half of
the remaining images as unlabeled training and the other
half are used for testing. The results are obtained by
averaging 50 replicates due to the randomly selected
subjects and random unlabeled-testing split.
The results are shown in Table II, where we use NN,
SVM, SRC [1], CRC, and ProCRC for comparison. First,
we have tested our method using simple features obtained
from an unsupervised dimensional reduction by PCA. The
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results in the left two columns of Table II show that, although
none of the methods achieve a satisfactory performance, our
method, based on the semi-supervised gallery dictionary, still
significantly outperforms the baseline methods.
Nowadays, Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN)
based methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance on
the LFW database [52]–[56]. It is noticed that the DCNN
methods often use basic classifiers to do the classification,
such as softmax, linear SVM or `2 distance. Recently, it is
showed that by coupling with the deep-learned CNN features,
the SRC methods can achieve significantly improved results
[47]. Motivated by this, we also aim to verify that by utilizing
the same deep-learned features, our method (i.e. our classifier)
is able to further improve the results obtained by the basic
classifiers.
Specifically, we utilize a recent and public DCNN model
named VGG-face [52] to extract the 4096-dimensional fea-
tures, then our method, as well as the baseline methods, are
implied to perform the classification. The results, shown in
the left two-column of Table II, demonstrate the significantly
improved results from the proposed methods using the DCNN
features, whereas such an investigation cannot be observed by
comparing other SRC methods, e.g. SRC, CRC, ESRC, with
the basic NN classifier. It is noted that the original classifier
used in [52] is the `2 distance in face verification, which is
equivalent to KNN (K = 1) in face identification with SLSPP.
Therefore, the results in Table II demonstrate that with the
state-of-the-art DCNN features, the performance on the LFW
database can be further boosted by using the proposed semi-
supervised gallery dictionary learning method.
TABLE II
THE RESULTS (RECOGNITION RATE, %) FROM THE LFW DATABASE, FOR
BOTH transductive AND inductive EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMPLE PCA
FEATURES AND DEEP LEARNED FEATURE BY [52]. IN THE BRACKETS, WE
SHOW THE IMPROVEMENT OF S3RC w.r.t ESRC. WE USED THE FIRST 100
PCS (DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION BY PCA) AND THE DEEP LEARNED
FEATURES BY [52] IS OF 4096 DIMENSIONS. λ IS SET TO 0.001.
Method PCA fea. (100) DCNN fea. by [52] (4096)
Transductive Inductive Transductive Inductive
NN 5.57 5.82 89.28 90.19
SVM 5.37 5.82 89.28 90.19
SRC 10.92 11.13 89.50 90.23
CRC 10.47 10.69 89.18 89.86
ProCRC 10.77 10.99 90.85 90.13
ESRC 15.51 16.23 90.58 90.73
S3RC 17.99 (↑2.48) 17.90 (↑1.67) 92.55 (↑1.98) 92.57 (↑1.84)
D. Analysis of the influence of different amounts of labeled
and/or unlabeled data
The impact of different amounts of unlabeled data in S3RC
is analyzed on different amounts of labeled data using AR
database. In this experiment, we first randomly choose a
session, and then select 1-13 unlabeled data for each subject
from that session to investigate the influence of different
amounts of unlabeled data. 2, 4 and 6 labeled samples of
Fig. 13. The analysis of the impact of different amounts of unlabeled data
from 1-13 on AR database. Three different amounts of labeled data are chosen
for analysis, i.e. 2, 4 and 6 labeled samples per subject, as shown in Left,
Middle, Right subfigures, respectively. The results are obtained by averaging
20 runs, number of PCs is 300 (dimensional reduction by PCA) and λ is
0.005.
each subject are randomly chosen from the other session.
For comparison, we also illustrate the results of SRC, ESRC,
SSRC with the same configurations. The results are shown in
Fig. 13, which is obtained by averaging 20 runs.
It can be observed from Fig. 13 that: i) our method is
effective (i.e. can outperform the state-of-the-art) even when
there is only 1 unlabeled sample per subject; ii) when more
unlabeled samples are used, we observe significant increased
accuracy from our method, while the accuracies of the state-
of-the-art methods do not change much, because unlabeled
information is not considered in these methods; iii) the better
performance of our method compared with the alternatives is
not affected by different amounts of labeled data used.
Furthermore, we are also interested in illustrating the
learned galleries. Compared with the experiments on the AR
database stated above, the experiments similar to those on the
Multi-PIE database in Sect.IV-B1 are more suitable to our pur-
pose. It is because in the above AR experiments, the influence
of randomly selected gallery and unlabeled/testing samples can
be eliminated by averaging the RecRate of multiple replicates.
However, the learned galleries from multiple replicates cannot
be averaged for illustration. Therefore, the only (fixed) labeled
gallery sample per subject and the similarity between the
unlabeled/testing samples in the Multi-PIE database enable
to alleviate such influence. In addition, the large difference
between the labeled gallery and the unlabeled/testing samples
is more suitable to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
semi-supervised gallery learning method.
Specifically, the same neutral image from Sect.IV-B1 is used
as the only labeled gallery sample per subject. Images from
S1 Ca051 R2 are used as the unlabeled/testing images. We
randomly choose 1-10 testing images to do the experiments,
each trail is used to draw the learned galleries as each subfigure
of Fig. 15.
Figure 15 shows that with more unlabeled training samples,
the gallery samples learned by our proposed S3RC method
can better represent the unlabeled data (i.e. smile, see the
mouth region). In fact, we note that the proposed semi-
supervised learning method can be regarded as nonlinear
pixel-wise/local alignments, e.g. to align the neutral gallery
and the smiling unlabeled/testing faces in Fig. 15, therefore
enabling a better representation of the unlabeled/testing data
to achieve improved performance over the existing linear and
global SRC methods (e.g. SRC, ESRC, SSRC, etc. ).
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 14. The examples of detected and aligned faces. (a) An example of detected faces (by Viola-Jones detector, green dash box) and aligned faces (by MRR,
red solid box) on the original image. (b) The cropped detected faces. (c) The cropped aligned faces.
Fig. 15. The illustrations of the learned gallery with different amount (1-10
per subject) of unlabeled training samples. The reconstructed learned galleries
are illustrated in the Red Box, with 1-10 unlabeled samples per subject from
Left to Right, then Top to Bottom. Better representation can be observed with
more unlabeled training samples (i.e. smile, see the mouth region).
E. The performance of our method with different alignments
In the previous experiments, the performance of our method
is investigated using face images that are aligned manually
by eye centers. Here, we show the results using different
alignments in a fully automatic pipeline. That is, for a given
image, we use the Viola-Jones detector [58] for face detection,
Misalignment-Robust Representation (MRR) [59] for face
alignment, and the proposed S3RC for recognition.
Note that the aim of this section is to prove that i) the better
performance of S3RC is not affected by different alignments,
and ii) S3RC can be integrated into a fully automatic pipeline
for practical use. MRR is chosen for alignment, because the
code is available online4. Researchers can also use other
alignment techniques (e.g. SILT [15], [16], DSRC [2] by
aligning the gallery first, then align the query data to the
well aligned gallery; or TIPCA [60]), but the comparison of
different alignment methods is beyond the scope of this paper.
For MRR alignment, we use the default settings of the demo
codes, and only change the input data. That is, the well aligned
neutral images of the first 50 subjects of Multi-PIE database
(as provided in the MRR demo codes) are used as the gallery to
align the whole Multi-PIE database of 337 subjects, λ of MRR
is set to 0.05, the number of selected candidates is set to 8 and
4MRR codes can be downloaded at http://www4.comp.polyu.edu.hk/
∼cslzhang/code/MRR eccv12.zip.
the output aligned data are cropped into 60 × 48 images. An
example of detected and aligned result for a specific subject
on the original image is shown in Fig. 14(a). Other detected
and aligned face examples are shown in Figs. 14(b) and 14(c),
respectively.
The classification results using Viola-Jones for detection
and MRR for alignment are shown in Table III for some
subsets of Multi-PIE database with transductive experimental
settings. The classification parameters are identical with them
in Sections 3.2. Table III clearly shows that S3RC and S3RC-
SVDL (i.e. S3RC plus the variation dictionary learned by
SVDL) achieve the two highest accuracies. By using the same
aligned data as input for all the methods, we show that the
strong performance of S3RC is due to the utilization of the
unlabeled information, no matter whether the alignment is
obtained manually or by automatic MRR.
TABLE III
THE RESULTS (RECOGNITION RATE, %) FOR THE MULTI-PIE DATABASE
USING VIOLA-JONES FOR DETECTION AND MRR FOR ALIGNMENT. IN
THE BRACKETS, WE SHOW THE IMPROVEMENT OF S3RC w.r.t ESRC AND
S3RC-SVDL w.r.t SVDL, SINCE THE SAME VARIATION DICTIONARY HAS
BEEN USED IN BOTH PAIRS. WE USED THE FIRST 90 PCS (DIMENSIONAL
REDUCTION BY PCA) AND λ IS SET TO 0.001.
Method S2 Ca051 R1 S3 Ca051 R1 S4 Ca051 R1
SRC 55.75 51.47 53.64
ESRC 86.78 85.07 86.17
SVDL 91.78 89.30 89.68
S3RC 95.75 (↑8.97) 94.58 (↑9.51) 93.96 (↑7.79)
S3RC-SVDL 97.74 (↑5.96) 95.28 (↑5.98) 95.32 (↑5.64)
V. DISCUSSION
A semi-supervised sparse representation based classification
method is proposed in this paper. By exploiting the unlabeled
data, it can well address both linear and non-linear variations
between the labeled/training and unlabeled/testing samples.
This is particularly useful when the amount of labeled data
is limited. Specifically, we first use the gallery plus variation
model to estimate the rectified unlabeled samples excluding
linear variations. After that, the rectified labeled and unlabeled
samples are used to learn a GMM using EM clustering to
address the non-linear variations between them. These rectified
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labeled data is also used as the initial mean of the Gaussians in
the EM optimization. Finally, the query samples are classified
by SRC with the precise gallery dictionary estimated by EM.
The proposed method is flexible, in which the gallery dic-
tionary learning method is complementary to existing methods
which focus on learning the (linear) variation dictionary, such
as ESRC [13], SVDL [14], SILT [15], [16], RADL [17] etc.
For the ESRC, SVDL and RADL methods, we have shown
by experiments that the combination of the proposed gallery
dictionary learning and ESRC (namely S3RC), SVDL (namely
S3RC-SVDL) and RADL (namely S3RC-RADL) achieve sig-
nificantly improved performance on all the tasks.
It is also noted by coupling with state-of-the-art DCNN
features, our method, as a better classifier, can further im-
prove the recognition performance. This has been verified by
using VGG-face [52] features on LFW database, where our
method outperforms the other baselines by 1.98%. While less
improvement is observed by feeding DCNN feature to other
classifiers, including SRC, CRC, ProCRC and ESRC, when
comparing with the basic nearest neighbor classifier.
Moreover, our method can be combined with SRC methods
that incorporate auto-alignment, such as SILT [15], [16], MRR
[59], and DSRC [2]. Note that these methods will degrade
to SRC after the alignment (except SILT, while by which the
learned illumination dictionary can also be utilized in S3RC by
the same approach as S3RC-SVDL). Thus, these methods can
be used to align the images first, then S3RC can be applied for
classification utilizing the unlabeled information. In practical
face recognition tasks, our method can be used following on
automatic pipeline of face detection (e.g. Viola-Jones detector
[58]), followed by alignment (e.g. one of [2], [15], [16], [59]–
[62]), and then S3RC classification.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised gallery dictio-
nary learning method called S3RC, which improves the SRC
based face recognition by modeling both linear and non-linear
variation between the labeled/training and unlabeled/testing
samples, and leveraging the unlabeled data to learn a more
precise gallery dictionary. These better characterize the dis-
criminative features of each subject. Through extensive simu-
lations, we can draw the following conclusions: i) S3RC can
deliver significantly improved results for both the insufficient
training samples problem and the SLSPP problems. ii) Our
method can be combined with state-of-the-art method that
focus on learning the (linear) variation dictionary, so that
we can obtain further improved the results (e.g. see ESRC
v.s. S3RC, SVDL v.s. S3RC-SVDL, and RADL v.s. S3RC-
RADL). iii) The promising performance of S3RC is robust to
different face alignment methods. A future direction is to use
SSL methods other than GMM to better estimate the gallery
dictionary.
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